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C H A P T E R  1

Building Botanical 
Relationships

I remember as a small child feeling the most at ease close to home, solitary, outside in 

our front garden. My mom planted cosmos, yellow marguerites, and dahlias. I spent 

hours playing in the dirt, building tiny towns, weaving stories, imagining life in among 

the stems and leaves along my earthy playground. I recall the smell of the asphalt in the 

summer when the hose would soak it and I’d use dry leaves to rescue ants from the water 

rivulets. That brought me a great sense of contentment: to know that I had saved the lives 

of dozens of ants, all in a day’s work and play.

My father, skwatatxwamkin siýam (skw-ah-ta-t-xw-am-kin see-am), Chief Floyd Barry 

Joseph, is a Coast Salish artist and carver. He started carving at age nine to help contribute 

to his family’s income and has been creating artwork ever since. The smell of red cedar 

shavings defined my childhood. I spent hours watching him, back curved, leaning over a 

block of x_paý (red cedar) wood, helping the shape that he saw in it emerge into the world. 
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He sees the beauty and stories that are embedded in every standing x_ápaýay (western 

red cedar) and each precious plank, block, and log that comes from this sacred tree. 

My dad often had a large carving or totem pole up on blocks in our front driveway. So, 

when I played outside, we would often be together but in our own worlds—creating and 

connecting to what it meant to be Sk_wx_wú7mesh (Squamish) in our own ways from our 

little front yard in the area now known as Victoria, British Columbia (also known as BC). 

I didn’t know it, but the pathway to my identity was being formed back then on those 

long, easy afternoons. Sitting in the garden, feeling the wind on my face, the sun on my 

back. Smelling the warm scent of cedar, hearing the chisel and sandpaper doing their 

work. Joni Mitchell drifting outside the house as my mom was inside creating the warmth 

and love that filled my childhood.

My mom is of English and Sephardic Jewish ancestry. She is a writer, a baker, and a poet 

through and through. She is openhearted and openminded, and so very supportive of the 

ones she loves. From a young age I remember her creating opportunities for connection 

to our Sk_wx_wú7mesh ancestry. She has explained to me that she also found belonging, 

family, and support through marrying into my dad’s Sk_wx_wú7mesh family. I was an only 

child for the first five years of my life, and I recall visiting elders in the Sk_wx_wú7mesh, 

Líl’wat, W_ SÁNEĆ, Tseshaht, and Snuneymuxw territories with my parents. I recall feeling 

safe and comfortable sitting on the soft couches in these elders’ living rooms. Sharing 

meals at the small kitchen tables covered in clear plastic. Smelling coffee and woodsmoke. 

Hearing the gentle and strong sounds of Indigenous languages being spoken, and the 

contagious laughter that inevitably would erupt at some point. I recall feeling the ease 

that comes with being in an environment where you know you’re held in love and respect, 

without judgment or expectation. I was also quiet and pretty shy as a kid, so that helped 

me to be an observer. I was taking in connection and relationship and what it means to 

follow the cultural teachings of sitting with one’s elders. I still draw on these experiences 

today when I’m sitting and learning from elders in the work I do with renewing cultural 

knowledge and experiences with plants.

A Rose by Any Other Name

When I was in high school, I was never considered a science student. It was clearly 

communicated that I should stay within the arts. I was intimidated by math, chemistry, 

and physics, but I loved biology. I remember that my Biology 12 class piqued my curiosity 

and interest for how life worked. It surprised me. Years later, when I decided to return 

to pursue postsecondary education, I heard about the field of ethnobotany: the study 

of the interrelationships between people and plants. I knew immediately this was what 

I wanted to study. I felt so excited by the prospect of being able to learn about plants 

from a cultural standpoint and work with Indigenous communities. I think I knew even 

then that this was a pathway home. Of the various fields through which ethnobotany 

can be studied, I decided I wanted to approach it scientifically. It was important to me to 

develop my understanding of the types of plant chemicals we utilize for medicine, the 

nutritional aspects of plant foods, and to finesse the proper identification of plants and 

the environments and ecosystems in which they flourish.

To pursue this path, I needed to upgrade all of my sciences to qualify for a university 

undergraduate double-major program in biology and environmental studies. My 

intimidation was matched by my enthusiasm. I knew I was on the right path even as 

I worked through chemistry, math, and statistics classes! I found the reaffirmation I needed 

in my first plant ecology field course. We learned about plant ecology and botanical 

field identification. We collected plants for herbarium pressings and for labs where we 

explored the structures of flowers under dissecting microscopes. I spent endless hours 

poring over my plant-name flashcards, learning the Latin binomial system of naming and 

categorizing plants. I learned the Latin name for western red cedar was Thuja plicata, 

salal was Gaultheria shallon, and that the salmonberry plant my dad taught me about was 

named Rubus spectabilis. I started to see the greenery around me in more detail, through a 

focused lens of wanting to identify my surroundings, to name them. I felt proud each time 

I could identify a plant along a trail somewhere. 

I was learning a system of naming plants that had an old history in Western science. 

The Linnaean Taxonomy system, which was founded by Swedish naturalist Carl Linnaeus 

in the 1700s, organizes organisms into a two-part naming system: the first name 

indicating the genus, and the second part the species name. This system requires that 

the plant names be in Latin, and I’ve come to understand that often the names that were 

put on “newly discovered” plant species were the names of colonial figures.
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Names are complicated and hold much meaning for and significance to identity and 

provenance. It did not occur to me at this stage in my educational journey to stop and 

critically think about this naming system. It was not until later that I began to consider 

what it might mean for names to have been imposed onto plants that had been in 

relationship with Indigenous Peoples long before recorded memory. I didn’t know any of 

the Sk_wx_wú7mesh plant names at that time. I was engrossed in calling the plants by these 

new names and enamored with how this naming system showed connections between 

closely related plant species and patterns displayed in particular plant families. It wasn’t 

until I started my master’s, when I received a digitization of an old audio recording 

of Sk_wx_wú7mesh elders speaking the plant names in our Sk_wx_wú7mesh sníchim, or 

Squamish language, that I started to feel the weight of imposition of names and the legacy 

of erasure, theft, and displacement that Latin names often carry with them. This was a 

turning point.

I remember sitting on the bus on my way to campus listening to the names spoken by 

members of my family that I had never met, pronounced in a foreign but deeply resonant 

language. I was so happy to hear plant names spoken in my ancestral language. I also felt 

sad that I hadn’t had the opportunity to grow up learning these names in this language 

that was now endangered as a result of the colonial practice of eradicating Indigenous 

languages. I wanted to say the names correctly—to have them listed like a database in my 

brain, or perhaps embedded in my cells, where they would flow easily from my mouth 

and from my spirit. But the reality was I had never learned a word of our Sk_wx_wú7mesh 

language. Both my grandparents attended residential school. They had their language 

beaten out of them. My father didn’t grow up speaking or hearing much of the language 

and thus my siblings and I didn’t either.

It’s difficult to articulate the feeling of hearing the Sk_wx_wú7mesh names spoken for 

the first time. Hearing the names shifted my entire framework. Suddenly there was an 

ancestral connection that resonated within me and grew into a desire to learn more, 

a purposeful drive to gather knowledge and then process it through my developing 

Indigenous lens—my unique Sk_wx_wú7mesh lens. My maternal grandmother, Duna, (who 

I called Nani), loved Shakespeare. I recall her reciting lines from Romeo and Juliet: “What’s 

in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet.” This is 

true. In fact, when I call rose by its Sk_wx_wú7mesh name, k_alk_áy, it smells even sweeter. 

The scent transports me to the generations before me of Sk_wx_wú7mesh kin who have 

been in relationships with this plant from the time before memory.

K_we7úpaý is the Squamish word for apple. My 
Nani gifted me an apple tree for my first birthday. 
She was pure magic to me. I associate her with 
the smell of fresh baking, the sound of CBC News 
playing in the background, singing coming from 
the kitchen, and her beautiful garden that stopped 
passersby daily. She was English and had moved 
from the Isle of Wight to North Vancouver with 
her first husband, John Dunn, a ship captain who 
died of tuberculosis shortly after they moved 
to Canada.

As for the apple tree, I of course don’t recall 
receiving this early botanical gift. But over the 
years, I have heard the retelling of this story, and 
these recollections from family members have 
seamlessly formed into what feels like direct 
memory. The apple tree was planted in the 
backyard of our first home on Adanac Street  
in Lekwungen territory. I loved looking out and 
seeing my apple tree planted in the middle  
of the yard and watching it grow.

This was one of the first memories I have of being 
in relationship with a plant. I had a companion in 
that tree, another living being that was witnessing 
the world during my childhood years. A life to care 
for and observe, to sit with on my long afternoons 
in the garden. My family moved away from my 
childhood home when I was twelve, and my tree 
was too big to bring with us. I was heartbroken  
to leave my home and my tree. 

I call this my tree, but I did not own it. Owning 
another living being was not the foundation of 
my childhood companionship with my apple tree. 
What mattered was having a presence so unlike 
myself but deeply connected to my story, my 
home. This early experience laid a path in me to 
view my natural surroundings, and the plants that 

live there, in a way that is rooted in kinship.

K_we7úpaý
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Indigenous Language as DNA

Indigenous language is the DNA of place-based relationship. It carries with it the unique 

accumulation of experiences, stories, wisdom, and interrelationships. By definition, DNA 

contains the instructions for how an organism develops, survives, and reproduces to carry 

on into the future. Just as DNA is the carrier of genetic information, language carries the 

blueprint for how to be in relationship with a particular place. Language has the power 

to completely alter how we view the world and the frameworks we apply to our families, 

communities, and natural environments.

Swé7u (s-weh-oh) means “to be named” in the Sk_wx_wú7mesh language. I’ve been taught 

that when something is significant it is given a name. The word for April is tem tsá7tsk_ay 

(tem ts-ah-ts-k-eye), which translates to “when salmonberry shoots are collected.” May is 

tem yetwan (tem yet-wa-n) or “the time when the salmonberries ripen,” and July is tem 

k_w’élemew (tem kw-el-eh-mexw), meaning “the time when the blackberries ripen.” August 

is tem t’ák_a7 (tem t-ah-ka), which translates to “when the salal berries are ripe.”

There are place names as well, like T’ekw’t’akw’emay (teh-kw-tah-kwem-eye), which 

translates to “place of many thimbleberry bushes.” At the mouth of Evan’s Creek, an 

ancestral village site, the name Ch’etch’at’iyay’em (ch-etch-at-y-eye-em) translates 

to “place of lots of devil’s club” and corresponds with an ancestral harvesting site. The 

place-based cultural information that is embedded in language can teach us and guide 

us in how to reconnect to plants and the land. There are concepts in the Sk_wx_wú7mesh 

language that do not translate to English, but when I as a Sk_wx_wú7mesh woman 

learn them and speak them, I understand my existence in a new way. This creates a 

profound shift. Much practical knowledge of plants and place and history is encoded in 

Indigenous languages.

Impacts of Colonization on Botanical Knowledge

Since the time of European contact, Indigenous Peoples have needed to resource 

themselves with the strength and grounding that culture, the land, and community offer 

in navigating the impacts of colonization on culture, identity, ways of knowing, families, 

lands, plant knowledge and use, languages, and health and well-being. These impacts 

include loss of access to harvesting grounds, family time spent on the land, and healthy 

land-based foods and medicines. Adaptability, resilience, and reciprocity are important 

teachings that can be envisioned through plant/people interrelationships.

Indigenous Peoples across Canada have experienced a relatively recent and rapid shift  

away from their ancestral diets high in proteins, fats, oils, fiber, and fresh greens and 

berries, to contemporary diets high in sugars, saturated fats, and processed and refined 

foods, and low in fiber. The lack of healthy Indigenous foods is a sign of an “imposed 

poverty,” as Anishinaabe scholar and community activist Leanne Betasamosake Simpson 

puts it. Prior to contact, the rich diversity of cultivated plant foods and medicines equated 

to a wealth that differs greatly from the contemporary definition of the word. As a result 

of the loss of access to Indigenous diet, there have been severe impacts on health in many 

Indigenous communities.

As an Indigenous ethnobotanist, the teachings for how to build respectful relationships 

with plants, along with the cultural belief of plants as relatives, have offered me 

guidance for how to heal from my own experiences with intergenerational trauma, 

as well as support the resurgence of plant-related knowledge and practices within 

Indigenous communities.
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Indigenous Community Research

One of my academic mentors, Dr. Nancy Turner, helped me to integrate land-based 

learning experiences in Indigenous communities throughout the course of my 

university experience. Through her guidance, I participated in a program for 

Indigenous students where I was able to spend two six-week rotations working 

in Indigenous communities. The first rotation I spent working in the historic estuary 

root gardens in the area now known as Kingcome Inlet, home to the Musgamakw 

Dzawada’enuxw (musk-ka-ma zow-eh-dane-ook) First Nation who are part of the 

broader Kwakwaka’wakw people.

This experience was the first time I witnessed the remnants of historic estuary root 

gardens, called t’aki’lakw (ta-key-lack) in Kwak’wala. These gardens span the coast 

of the Pacific Northwest and were extensively cultivated to increase the productivity of 

key root vegetables. Remnants of these gardens are still present to the trained eye, but 

many of these extensive, historic gardens have been lost to development, industry, and 

urbanization. The t’aki’lakw in Kingcome is one of the most intact gardens that I’ve 

seen. You can still see the change in the density of rice root (Fritillaria camschatcensis), 

springbank clover (Trifolium wormskioldii), and pacific silverweed (Argentina pacifica), 

three of the culturally important root foods cultivated in these gardens.

The first time I dug up a rice root bulb in Kingcome it was the size of a potato—large  

enough to provide a substantial amount of starch to a meal. It was only after I started 

digging up the bulbs of rice root in the Sk_wx_wú7mesh estuary that I saw how much 

smaller and densely packed they were, and I realized this is how rice root grows 

when it is untended. The traditional management of this species was to weed and 

till the surrounding soil and use a specialized digging stick—usually made from the 

high-tensile-strength wood of a yew tree (Taxus brevifolia) or ocean spray shrub 

(Holodiscus discolor)—to dig it up to harvest, and then replant some of the bulblets and 

the central corm of the bulb. The bulb of rice root looks like a ball of rice grain-like 

bulblets; each of these bulblets can grow into a new plant. As I explored more rice root in 

the Sk_wx_wú7mesh estuary, it became clear to me that without the cultural relationship 

between plant and people in place, the rice root showed diminished productivity and 

density. With Indigenous weeding, tilling, and replanting practices, rice root was able to 

grow more successfully. The long-standing interrelationship between Indigenous Peoples 

and rice root led to an enhanced productivity of the plant and was supported through 

sustainable harvesting. When Europeans arrived in the country now known as Canada, 

they mistook the landscapes as being untouched and wasted, and used this misconception 

of terra nullius (“nobody’s land”) to justify the dispossession of Indigenous lands across 

North America.

This first chapter has explored the ways that I have built relationships with 

plants and the land from a cultural and personal context. Building personal 

relationships with the land and with plants is a rich process full of opportunities 

for observing and feeling how your natural surroundings support you and 

what you can offer in return. The next section will explore what teachings 

plants carry and what we can learn when we are more attuned to plants and 

the environments in which they are found growing. I encourage you as a 

reader to reflect on how you see building your own relationships with plants 

and the places that are special and important in your life.
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